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The Nature of Intertidal Zonation m T asrnania 

By 

ERIC H. GrilLER 

Zoology [)c'jJurtment, Unh)(!l'sity of Tusl1wnin 

SUMMARY 

The various types of zonation found on the different coasts of Tasmania are 
descrihed and cornpared. The zones to he iwen in Tasmania are comlJared with the 
zones found on the Mainland of A.ustralia and the terminology used by several 
authors is also The affinities of the Tasmanian intertidal 
region are and it;3 shown Tasmania lles within the southern region 
of large Dl'own seaweeds. This region exhibits other similar ecological features on 
the continents in which it OCCllrs. Some the coasts of Vidoria arE' 
ecologically very similar to Tasmanian are also dose similarities with 
Kang'aroo Island. 

The of shore 
with 

INTRODUCTION 

which have been described 
wave action at Oceanic 

Remarkable 
1951c) . 

Point Puel', Island. 

are as folhl',\,s :-

Semi-exposed coast vvith moderate wave action at Blackman's Bay, 
Betsy Island and Port Arthur (Guiler, 1950, 

Sheltered coast with very little wave action at 
Dover, Oyster Kettering and Dodges Ferry (GuileI' 

Lagoon with no wave action at Pipe Clay 
1951e) . 

All types of zonation are to be found on these different coasts. 
In some cases there are which are found both on and 
sheltered shores. Some these are not of very much use as 
indicator species, but others are found in abundance on one of coast 
and ean be used as indicators of that type of coast. 
found on onlY one of shore and are therefore 
shores. A list of the and the of' shore 011 

are found is in Table 1. 
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TABLE I. 

Indicator species and the type of shore on which they are to be found. 
(a) Characteristic of one type of coast 

SaI'COphUD'US potatorum, (Lab ill..) 
Rutz 

L£Uwph1/11u./m hyperellu11t Foslie 
Jam"a,· s.ps. 
i::/cklon£a. 'rad£ata (Turn.) S. AK. 
Zoste'ra sps. 
A .. 't.':il>nuLnin 

woods) 
('1'en.-

it nstrocochlea oubu:5a (Dillwyn) 
Cum-allocca, antarct'{ca 
A napella.. cycladea, (Lam.) 
Bittium. lU10leua-nurn Crosse 
Fyrazus diwmenenB1's 

Exposed eoasts. 

Exposed coasts. 
E~xposed coasts. 
Oeeanic sheltered. 
Sheltered. 
Lagoons and senti-lagooIl;:), 

Shelte'red and Lagoun. 
Sheltered. 
Lagoons and sheltered. 
Lagoons. 
Sheltered and La~-{o()ns. 

(b) Found on several types of coast but dominant on one shore 
lrfelau(,phe unifasciatlL (Gray) 

Bembiclum nanum (Larrt.) 
Bem,/)idum melan,osto11tu, 

(Gmdin) 

Pyura pro,cpu,tialir-; (Heller) 
Xi-phophora spS. 

LeS80nfa co-rrugatu Lucas 
Custophora spartioides (Turn. ) 

J. Ag". 
Oystophora 'uvijera, (Ag.) J. Ag', 

CY.<JtophOT(' torulosa (R. Br.) J. 
Ag. 

Catophralj1tL'u'<; polyrne'l'u8 Da.r
win 

Galeolan~a c(w8p'itosa (Lam,) 

JlJhrtii1.tB pl-an,ulatus (Lam.) 
llo-rrnos-£ra banksii (Turn. j 

Decaisne 
Brachyodonte8 rostrat1J.s 

(Dunker) 

CoralUna ('uvieri I~amour. 

Most coa.sts in Tasmania. but its absence is eha:racterfstie of 
sheltered shores, 

Semi-exposed and sheltered. 
Sheltered and Lagoon. 

Sheltered, semi-exposed and exposed. 
Semi-expo.<')ed to nearly exposed, but best derve10ped at three-qua.rters 

exposed. 

Semi-exposed to exposed. Best developed on nearly exposed sho-rcs. 
Semi-exposed to nearly sheltered. Best developed at a quarter expo,':,ed. 

Semi-exposed to sheltered. Best developed on sheltered eoasts. 
Serni-exDosed to sheltered. Dest developed on sheltered eoasts. 

Semi-exposed to expused. Best develO'ped at rnure than semi-exposure 
with surf. 

Shelter'ed 10 semi-exposed. Absent. on exposed co-asts. Best develuped 
on sheltered shores. 

Semi-exPoHed to sheltered. Best developed on semi-exposed coasts, 
Semi-exposed to sheltered. Best developed on sheltered shol'e::i. 

Exposed to. sheltered. Best developed on three-qLlarters exposed c.oa8ts. 

Exposed to semi-exposed. Best developed eHl semi-exposed shores. 

(c) Ubiquitous on rock shores 
L'ichi"YU( con,llnLs 
Cancer no~'ae-zcalandI(w 

Jaequinot & LUe<-lR 

Ulra lactnca <. L.) 
PetroliHthes sp. 

It must be noted that the species living in the pool environment 
are not included in the above. 111 elanerita 'melnnotn&gu8 Smith is a very 
common organism in ponds on the exposed east coast but it is confined to 
ponds and does not have any value as a zonal organism. 

It is proposed to discuss the zones seen in the major divisions of the 
intertidal region and compare these zones with their equivalents on various 
types of shore. For reasons outlined in GuileI', 1951e, the lagoon will be 
compared separately with the other types of shore. (Table 2). 
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TABLE n.-continued on next page. 
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l'ABLE J L~Com,pari,qon of the zonation ~,e€>n on various types of eoast 
uHnpared wit.h the termiwJlog-y of Stephenson & Stephenson (] 

proposed lag-noll tetnllnology. 

ZOI1E!-i a et' 

Abbt~eviations use-d arc': LICH.-Liehens: JVIJ:i:L.-·Melaraphe; BAHN.--Bnl'nacles; PAT.-.. ··Patelloids; 
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ACT.-A_ctinia-,· XIP.-X'ilJho,})ho'J'a,· BRA.-~B-rachyodontes; GAL.-Galcolaxia.; LAUR.-Laurencia: 
BEM13.--Bcmbicium; MYT.-MJitilus; SIPHO.-Sipiwnari,,; TETRA.-.. l'etmciita; HOR.-' 
llormosiru; CYS'l\-Cystophora.,; COD.-·Codiutn; SYP.~-SllvharochitO'i'/.; AUS'T.--Austro('ochle-it(; 
ECK.- ---Rcklo-n'ia. 
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The striking' feature of the intertidal region in Tasmania is the 
bareness of most of the shore. This bareness becomes evident very 
sharply at a level whieh experiences about 30 per cent exposure. The 
forms inhabiting the shore below this "Lethal" level according to the 
different types of coast. Above this lethal level the species are few in 
nurnber and individuals. 

TABLE III 
The number of species on the shore at certain levels at six places in 

Tasmania. 
Coles Blackman's Betsy Oyster Pipe Clay 
Bay Bay Iflland Cove 

24 :ja -t- 31 -L 20 + 1,7 
HI 10 ~ 7 7 

G 5 

The number of speeies above the lethal level is fairly uniform on the 
different types of coast although the species composition may be different. 
Table III. also shows the very small number of species encountered on 
the shore, though there is a great difference in the numbers of individuals 
found on the different types of coast. The upper shore is most bare in 
appearance on sheltered coasts. Exposed coasts, with one or two 
exceptions, are very nearly as bare. The exceptions noted are at Betsy 
Island and Remarkable Cave. The former locality has a very dense growth 
of Chtharnalus covering most of the Midlittoral and at Remarkable Cave 
there is a barnacle-Bnwhyodontes growth over a large area of the 
MidIittoral. The semi-exposed coasts show the greatest development of 
intertidal life. Although the number of species is not any greater than on 
other eoasts there are a great many more individuals of these specie8. 
As examples, ,ve have the Hormosiretum at Point Puer and the more 
dense barnacle population at Blackman's Bay. It is not valid to compare 
the numbers of the fauna of a lagoon with those seen on other types 
of coast as the lagoon habitat is very specialised, most of the forms 
occupying a burrowing niche. 

On an exposed coast the zones are very much wider than those seen 
on sheltered shores. This is, of course, a universal feature of the 
intertidal region. 

There is a great difference between the dominant species found on 
wave exposed coasts and those encountered on sheltered shores. This 
difference is greater than that noted between the dominant species of semi
exposed and exposed or sheltered coasts. This is only what might be 
expected. The dominant species on lagoons are entirely different from 
those found on any rocky shore. As noted previously, ocean surf beaches 
have not been examined. 

( 1) The SU]J/"aZittoraZ Zone 

The Supralittoral region is usually bare but in some places, for 
example, at Pierson's Point and Sleepy Bay, orange and grey lichens 
form very prominent bands around the shore. These two localities are 
semi-exposed and exposed coasts respeetively but on sheltered shores the 
Supralittoral is usually bare, with such plants as At esernbqjanthemurn 
at the upper limits. In lagoons the Supralittoral is occupied by some 
form of salt marsh or brackish water marsh. At Pipe Clay Lagoon 
there is an krthrocnenwn scrub while at Boomer Marsh there is a 
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saltings (Curtis & Somerville, 1947). A similar association to that 
found at Boomer is to be seen at Moulting Lagoon near Freycinet 
Peninsula. 

(2) The Supralittoral Pringe 
(a) The Melaraphe Belt 

This belt is found on all coasts in Tasmania with the exception of 
very sheltered rocky shores, beaches and lagoons. There is usually one 
species found in the belt, namely Melaraphe unifasciata, though in places 
where there is intense spray M elaraphe praetermissa may also be found 
in the Supralittoral Fringe. In certain localities another Littorinid, 
Bembicium nanum, is found immediately below the M elaraphe belt. At 
Blackman's Bay Bembicium is locally developed into a prominent band, 
but in places where wave action is strong the species is absent. Bembicium 
melanostoma is found in lagoons and also on some very sheltered shores. 
The two Bembicium species probably represent the upper limit of the 
Midlittoral. Bearing in mind the accepted Littorinid zone in British 
waters with Littorina saxatilis and L. neritoides as the dominant species, 
it appears that Littorina neritoides is represented in Australia by 
Melaraphe unifasciata and L. saxatilis by Nodilittorina tu,berculata. The 
latter species is absent from Tasmania. The Bembicium species probably 
represent British species which are found further down the shore, perhaps 
Littorina littoralis or L. littorea. This hypothesis is substantiated by the 
occurrence of many Bembicium in the Midlittoral and by the presence of 
the belt dominated by that genus below the barnacles at Dover. 

(3) The Midlittoral Zone 
(a) The Barnacle Belt 

The distribution of barnacles in Tasmania will be discussed fully 
below. It may be noted here that the belt is only rarely well developed and 
in no sense can be compared to the Tetraclita rosea belt on the New South 
Wales coast. The species are very few both in number and individuals. 

The belt is wide spread on the coast of Tasmania. In some places, 
due to the small numbers of the barnacles, Siphonaria replaces them as 
the dominant organism, for example, at Oyster Cove and locally at 
Opossum Bay. In places where there is no substratum suitable for 
barnacle attachment the zone may be absent, for example, at Pipe Clay 
Lagoon and at the head of Barnes Bay. The shore at Kettering where 
there is shelter from the sun and little wave action the barnacle belt 
is replaced by Austrocochlea + Mytilus and/or Galeolaria. Similarly, 
at the Grange where the reef is below the barnacle level and there is no 
suitable substratum, the barnacle belt is absent. 

(b) Patelloid Belt 
On wave exposed coasts the presence of a Patelloid belt below the 

barnacles is an interesting feature. This belt is characteristic of some 
shores in South Africa (Bright, 1938a) and it is a significant geographical 
parallel to find a similar feature in Tasmania. Pope (1951b) observed 
that there was a tendency to a Patelloid belt in southern Victoria. 

The Patelloid belt is obvious on all coasts having heavy wave 
exposure. The species composition of the belt is remarkably constant. 
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Patelloida alticostata, P. conoidea, Cellana lirnbata, C. variegata, Siphon
aria diernenensis and S. zonata are the most common species found. In 
places the Patelloids may have Rivularia growing in the same belt. This 
is seen at Fossil Island and is probably indicative of broken water resulting 
from surf being formed by boulders, &c. If Brachyodontes rostratus is 
present in sheets covering large areas of rock, the Patelloid belt is 
eliminiated by the mussels. This condition is seen on the reefs in Pirates 
Bay and at Remarkable Cave. Blackman's Bay probably represents the 
minimum wave action required by the Patelloids to permit them to form a 
belt. 

All grades of mixing with other belts are to be seen at different places 
on this coast. In some areas for example Eaglehawk Neck, the Patelloids 
become mixed with other species not usually found forming a belt, e.g., 
Actinia equina. The Patelloid belt is absent from sheltered coasts and 
lagoons, though the individual species that compose the belt may all be 
found in the more sheltered situations. 

ill some places where there is heavy surf the Patelloid belt may oe 
suppressed entirely or in its lower parts there may be a well developed. 
Catophragrnus belt, e.g., on the west side of Betsy Island and Frying 
Pan Island or on parts of the Blow Hole platform at Eaglehawk Neck and 
also at Sleepy Bay. Catophragrnu,s is best developed where there is 
constant surf, oceanic water but not intense wave action. The barnacles 
at Eaglehawk Neck are smaller than those at Frying Pan Island. and 
fewer in numbers. 

The west coast of Tasmania has not been examined but I have had 
the opportunity of examining some photographs taken by Mr. A. Hewer 
near the Duck River. These show the Patelloid belt extending without a 
break as far down the shore as the Sarcophycus. The suppression of the 
Coralline belt in this region of very heavy surf is most interesting, but 
detailed examination is necessary before conclusions can be drawn. 

On sheltered coasts the Patelloid belt is replaced by Horrnosira, e.g., 
Point Puer and Coles Bay. At the are~ where the change from one species 
to another takes place, e.g., Fossil Island, the Horrnosira is found lower 
down the shore and extends up to replace the Patelloids. Horrnosira is 
best developed on sheltered shores and does not grow on exposed places. 
This is different from the condition at Long Reef, Sydney, where the 
weed forms a continuous covering to the rocks (Pope, 1943). On exposed 
or semi-exposed shores the species is confined to the rock pool environment. 

In some areas, e.g., North-eastern Betsy Island, Galeolaria replaces 
the Patelloids and at Opossum Bay both Galeolc~ria and H orrnosira replace 
the limpets. At Barnes Bay the Patelloid belt is replaced by a Brachyo
dontes belt. This feature theoretically resembles that seen at Pirates 
Bay but at the latter locality the mussels are in sheets whereas at Barnes 
Bay they are in thin clusters. In other places Mytilus planulatus replaces 
the Patelloid belt. All combinations of these species can be found on the 
sheltered coasts, depending on the degree of wave exposure at the place 
examined. . 

(c) Corallines 
The Coralline belt is also characteristic of exposed coasts. The 

species composition of the belt is not fully known as the Corallines are 
a very poorly worked group in Australia. 
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The Coralline belt includes a Jania sp., Corallina cuvieri, C. 
officinalis and Lithophyllum hyperellum. This latter species is indica
tive of heavy wave action. It is very poorly developed on Betsy Island. 
The belt is usually very thickly populated by the calcareous algae and 
other forms are prevented from successfully colonizing the rocks. The 
belt is never great in vertical height but at the appropriate tidal levels 
may be some feet wide on a horizontal shelf. It is absent from the semi
exposed shore at Blackman's Bay and even from some exposed places such 
as Betsy Island. The belt is well developed on the sheltered side of the 
Freycinet Peninsula at Coles Bay and also on the sheltered side of Fossil 
Island, though the coral-like Lithophyllum is not present in either of the 
localities. 

The Coralline belt is found on all of the coasts in Tasmania which 
are washed by oceanic waters. On the eastern shoreline the Corallines 
are present as a continuous band, irrespective of wave action. At 
Blackman's Bay there is no Coralline belt. This area does not suffer from 
any marked degree of fresh water pollution but true oceanic water does 
not always occur there. The belt appears at Lucas Point, nearer the 
mouth of the estuary but is absent from Betsy Island. The reason for 
the absence of the Corallines from Betsy Island is not known. 

In sheltered places the Corallines are usually replaced by H ormosira, 
though in the exceptional conditions seen at Kettering and Barnes Bay, 
Mytilus and Galeolaria are dominant on most of the shore above the " 
Infralittoral Fringe. The mussels replace the Corallines on semi-exposed 
coasts, e.g., between Blackman's Bay and Kingston. In places of heavy 
surf suitable to the growth. of Catophragmus the barnacle replaced the 
Corallines. In some places the Catophragmus belt extends from the 
barnacles to the Infralittoral Fringe, e.g., on the western shore of 
Betsy Island and at Frying Pan Island. The Corallines are absent from 
lagoons and their place is largely taken by a belt dominated by Marcia 
corrugata. 

(d) Galeolaria 

This serpulid is found on nearly all types of coast, usually forming a 
belt on exposed and semi-exposed shores. The species is absent from 
extremely exposed places but it is found in sheltered clefts on an exposed 
coast line. The species does not like surf, being absent from Frying Pan 
Island. The worms are found in lagoons and sheltered places, where they 
form dense masses on stone on the lower shore. 

On exposed shores the Galeolar1:a belt is replaced in part by the 
Patelloids but mostly by a downward extension of the barnacles. If 
there is heavy surf the Catophragmus belt replaces the Galeolaria. 

Galeolaria frequently forms mixed belts, particularly with mussels. 
In the sheltered places there are several such mixed belts to be seen, 
e.g., at Barnes Bay (with Mytilus planulatus) , at Pirates Bay (with 
Brachyodontcs rostratus). Less 'commonly it is found with Hormosira 
(Lady Bay) or Sypharochiton pellis-serpentis (at Barnes Bay). 

The worm tubes have been found in various places forming masses 
up to six inches thick on rocks, e.g., Dodges Ferry. These masses have 
a dense fauna dwelling within them. In particular the interesting form 
of the barnacle Ibla quadrivalvis has been noted (Guiler, 1951d). The 
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small lamellibranch, Lasaea austmlis, is also extrernely plentiful in the 
tube masses along with numerous species of poiychaetes, Leptolana 
australis and isopods and amphipods. 

(e) Mytilus planulatus 

The beds formed by this species are only found in restricted areas of 
southern Australia, e.g., the south coast of Victoria (Pope, 1951a), but 
they are a feature of Tasmanian coasts. The species is widespread 
occurring on all but exposed coasts. The heds are characteristic of semi
exposed places. 

On sheltered shores the mussel beds are replaced II ormosira. In 
places with surf the mussels are found in fairly numbers, e.g., at 
Frying Pan Island and Betsy Island, but they are not the dominant 
species as they are replaced by Catoph1'Clgmus. The mussel beds form an 
important ecological habitat as large numbers of animals live both 011 

and below the mussels. 
The distribution of mussels in Tasmania is discLlssed belo·w. 

(0 Catophragmus po]ymerus 

This barnacle is only dominant where there is heavy surf. Cato
phragmus is present but not dominant in regions where the waves pound 
directly on the shore, but if the shore is swept by broken water or surf 
the barnacle is extremely numerous and the individuals are of a large 
size. The eastern shore of Betsy Island is the outstanding example of 
this type of coast with a resulting dense CatophmgrltuB population, On 
exposed shores Catoph'Y'agmuB is replaced hy the Comllina belt and on 
sheltered shores Honnosim and Mytilu8 replace the barnacle. 

(g) Austrocochlea obtusa 

As noted in Guiler, 1951e there are three ecological varieties of this 
species. A strongly ribbed white variety, formerly called A. 
which is found on exposed coasts on the mainland (Macpherson, 1950), a 
normal AustTocochlea obtusa and a small estuarine form. None of these 
forms is found on exposed coasts in Tasmania but the ribbed form is most 
common in sheltered places. The small estuarine variety is found in the 
hypersaline Pipe Clay Lagoon. The normal variety is found on sheltered 
shores, and may occur with the var. constrictn. 

(h) Semi-cryptic species 

On all coasts there are some species which are confined to cryptic or 
semi-cryptic places. These speeies are often found as indicators at a 
lower level on the shore, being forced to seek sheltered places at levels 
higher than that at which they experience their optimum exposure. The 
chiton, SyphCtyochiton pellis-serpentis, is often found in cracks in rocks in 
the barnacle belt but is not found as a dominant. In some restricted 
sheltered areas it achieves a co-dominance, living in exceptionally 
number,,:> among the dominant species, the latter forming a shelter necessary 
for the chiton. The barnacle ChthMnalus antennatu8 is also found in a 
semi-cryptic habitat at a higher level on the shore than is usual for the 
species. It does not form a zonal band at the higher the dominant 
species at this level being M ela1Y;pheunifosciata. 
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LAGOON CONDITIONS 

The fauna of a lagoon differs very considerably from that found on 
any other type of shore in Tasmania. Not only are the dominant species 
different from those on more exposed coasts but the majority of the animals 
found in the lagoon are also different. A few species, e.g., Elrninius 
rnodestus are found in lagoons as well as on other types of shore. These 
speci-es are of great value for correlating tidal levels and are listed in 
Table IV. 

TABLE IV 
Species which are found in Pipe Clay Lagoon as well as on other 

types of coast. 
SPECIES 

Brachyodontes rostratus 
Mytilus planulatus 
Pyura praeputialis 
Elminiu8 modestu8 
Bembicium melanostoma 
Patelloida conC>idea 

ALSO FOUND ON 

Sheltered to exposed coasts. 
Sem;-exposed to sheltered coasts. 
Sheltered to nearly exposed coasts. 
Semi-exposed to sheltered coasts. 
Sheltered coasts. 
Rocky coasts. 

Some species such as Mictyris platycheles do not form suitable indi
cators for comparing faunal levels on different types of shore as they are 
of a roving habit. This species is found on several surf beaches as well as 
in the lagoon. 

The upper shore of the lagoon is composed of two parts, the 
Arthrocnernon scrub and Arthrocnernon with Salinator. The Arthroc
nernon scrub is represented on more exposed coasts by either a lichen 
belt or bare rock. Where Salina tor is present the scrub is the equivalent 
of th-e Mela.raphe belt, i.e., it forms the SupraIittoral Fringe. The presence 
of Bernbiciurn in the belt below that jointly occupied by Arthrocnernon and 
Salinator is the indicator which make it possible to correlate the Supra
littoral Fringe and the Midlittoral of rocky shores with the lagoon. 
On rocky coasts Bernbiciurn follows immediately below the M elaraphe 
belt and forms the top strip of the Midlittoral zone. 

The barnacle belt is absent from lagoons and is replaced by the 
gastropod-Iamellibranch belts of the Supra Zostera zone. The Bernbiciurn 
and Bittiurn belts cover a smaller area of the shore than the Anapella 
belt, the latter species being dominant over most of the Supra Zostera Zone. 

The Bernbiciurn rnelanostorna belt of the lagoon is represented on 
sheltered coasts by the belt occupied .by Bernbiciurn nanurn. Some doubt 
exists as to the validity of these two species. It is probable that the 
two species are ecological varieties as specimens of B. nanurn found at 
Dover are very similar to small individuals of B. rnelanostorna. On semi
exposed and exposed coasts the Bernbiciurn belt is absent and is represented 
by the barnacle belt or by Siphonaria (e.g., at Opossum Bay and Port 
Arthur) . 

The Bittiurn belt is represented on semi-exposed or exposed coasts 
by a part of the barnacle belt. The Anapella belt is the widest belt found 
on the shore and is represented on semi-exposed coasts by the Galeolaria, 
Brachyodontes, Horrnosira and part of the Mytilus belt. On exposed coasts 
it is represented by the Patelloid and Catophragrnus belts. 
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The lamellibranchs are found burrowing in the immediate sub-surface 
sand. In the upper part of the Anapella belt the lamellibranchs are not 
utilised as a substratum by the anemone Anthoplel.ITa aureo-1'Cidiata, but in 
the lower part of the belt the anemone attaches itself to many of the 
lamellibranchs. Although there may be as many as twenty anemones per 
square foot, the lamellibranchs are still the dominant species as they 
number as many as 35 per square foot in the same part of the lagoon. 
It is possible to consider the Anthopleum as forming a sub-belt in the 
Ano.pclla belt at about the same level as would be occupied on other types 
of coast by Brachyodontes, H or'rrwsim and Patelloids. 

The Zostera beds are found at three different tidal levels on the lagoon. 
The beds ZJ, Z2, and Zii all occur at the level which approximates to that 
occupied by Mytilus plCLnulatus on semi-exposed coasts. (GuileI', 1951Ci). 
This species is found in the lagoon and is common in the Zostera beds. The 
Zostera at Z3 and Z~ is found at a higher level on the shore than at any other 
place. As noted earlier these two latter beds are found at a higher level 
on account of the effect of the wind. The level at which Zostera. occurs can 
also be shown by direct observation of tidal levels to be about the same as 
that of the upper Myt'ilU8 belt. A' low high' tide just exposes the Zostem 
in the lagoon and also just exposes the mussel beds at Blackman's Bay. 

The belt occupied by Marcia c01'r'ugato corresponds to that occupied by 
the lower part of the mussel beds, Catophmgmu:; or the Corallines. A :few 
clusters of Mytilus are found in this belt and are useful species for the 
correlation of faunal levels on the different types of shore. 

The Infralittoral Fringe is represented by a belt dominated bv 
klLstrocochlea obtusa val'. const·ricta. This species occurs over most of 
the lagoon shore but is dominant only on the lower parts of the inter
tidal region. The species is also found at various levels on rocky shores 
but does not form a belt at such a lower tidal level as at Pipe Clay Lagoon. 
A possible reason for this is to be found in the density of algal population 
on rocky coasts. The seaweeds of the InfraliUoral Fringe on coasts which 
experience oceanic water are particularly well developed. 

The Infralittoral is dominated by clusters of Pyum, Mytilus, Ostrea 
and several smaller species. The majority of the pyur'a clusters are never 
exposed at low water. A few clusters of the ascidians are exposed but 
these are small in size and have been moved by wind and waves to a 
higher level than normaL In Barnes Bay there are similar InfraHttoral 
cl usters of PYUr'(L 

(4) The lnfmlittora.l Fr'Inge 

The very sharp change in dominant takes place in the InfralittoraI 
Fringe. In practically all of the places visited the dominant forms on this 
part of the shore are algae. The exceptions are P~j'um at Dodges Ferry, 
Pyur'a and Mytilu8 at Barnes Bay, SaTcophycU8 and PyUTa at Pirates Bay 
and AU8trocochlea at Pipe Clay Lagoon. 

The salient feature of the Infralittoral Fringe of wave eXDosed 
coasts is the presence of the bull-kelp, SarcophycU8 ]JotatonlrrL D1Je to 
the prevalent swell encountered on these coasts this species is always 
to be seen, irrespective of the state of the tide. It does not form a habitat 
for other large organisms. Some hydroids, Sp'irm'bis sp. and other small 
organisms are occasionally found on the kelp. The holdfast is a large 
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sucker-like structure and it does not lend itself to the activities of errant 
polychaetes, molluscs, ascidians and bryozoans as do the holdfasts of Macro
cystis or Laminaria. There is no mollusc filling the niche occupied by 
Patina pellucida (L.) on British coasts. The continual thrashing of the 
fronds of the weed does not permit dense hydroid or bryzoan growths. 

The strap-like algae are a feature of all grades of exposure with the 
exception of sheltered and lagoon shores. Phyllosphora, Lessonia, Xipho
phora billardieri and X. chondrophylla and Sarcophycus are all species 
with strap like fronds and the presence of any of these species is indicative 
of fairly strong wave action. The sheltered coasts are characterised by 
the presence of the less robust species. These species are also smaller in 
size than the strap-like algae but this is not a general rule. The brown 
algae of sheltered coasts are usually either of the genera Cystophora, 
H ormosira or Sargassum and are frequently accompanied by the green 
Ca'Ulerpa sps . 

. The normal habitat of these algae is the Infralittoml Fringe. Some of 
these species are found higher up the shore when the wave action is 
above their optimum (e.g., Hormosira and Lessonia at the northern end of 
Fossil Island at Eaglehawk Neck). Species such as Sarcophycus which 
favour the most intense wave action are not found further up the shore 
than the Infralittoral Fringe. 

When the wave action is below the optimum required for a species, 
there are two possible effects on the algal coinposition of the Infra
littoral Fringe. The species seeks deeper water, i.e., it inhabits the 
immediate Infralittoral zone, or if the wave action continues to decrease, 
the species becomes absent from that coast. Due to the topography of 
Tasmanian coasts this change usually takes place within a very short 
distance. Between Blackman's Bay and The Grange the exposure is 
just below the optimum required for Lessonia to thrive in the Infralittoral 
Fringe and this alga is found in the Infralittoral zone immediately below 
the Infralittoral Fringe. 

It is possible that in many cases the retreat into deeper water is 
prevented by the usually dense growth of Infralittoral forms. At the 
best the Infralittoral is only a substitute habitat for Infralittoral Fringe 
algae and the species, which are indigenous to the former habitat and 
maintain a permanent breeding stock in it, will certainly dominate the 
'environment. The result of this is that the algae of the Infralittoral 
Fringe will only be able to find occasional opportunities for retreat into 
deeper water. 

In other places the nature of the substratum may change at or below 
the level of 'low low' water. If the change of the substratum is very 
marked profound floral and faunal changes will also take place. In 
sheltered bays, such as Oyster Cove, the rocks of the intertidal region are 
suddenly replaced at 'low low' water by a sandy mud. This results in 
an immediate biological change. The algae are eliminated and replaced 
by Zostera (on the eastern seaboard there is also Cymodocea) and the 
fauna becomes either fossorial in nature or is confined to mollusc or 
ascidian clusters. In such an area the Infralittoral Fringe is extremely 
well defined. 

There is a third type of alga found in the Infralittoral Fringe. The 
two types discussed above are the species which are characteristic of the 
Fringe at the wave action experienced in that area and the species 
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that may have retreated into deeper water because of diminishing wave 
action. The third type is the species which is reaching the end of its 
geographical range and is found in deeper and/or more sheltered \vater 
than its normal habitat. Such a species is Ecklon'ia radiata. This species 
is very plentiful in New South Wales on exposed coasts in the Infra
littoral Fringe (Dakin, Bennett and Pope, 1948). In Tasmania the 
species is rare and is found in places where it is only partially exposed 
(if at all) at low water and where the wave action is slight, e.g., Lady 
Bay and the Old Jetty at Fossil Island. Pope (1951a) found a similar 
distribution for this species on the Victorian coast but with the exception 
that the species did not favour such sheltered places. Pope (1951 b) pointed 
out that the distribution of Ecklonw in Tasmania was exactly \vhat might 
have been expected in view of Victorian conditions. 

The dominant algae of the Infralittoral Fringe may be summarised 
in terms of decreasing wave action as Sarcophycus, PhyllospOTCl., Le,g,gonia, 
XiphophoTCl sps., Cystophoru spartioicles, C. torulosa, C. uvifera. with local 
Caulerpa browuii. Hornw.'dra may be dominant in the Infralittoral in 
restricted areas but it is more usually characteristic of the lower Mid
littoral. If dominant in the InfraliUoral Fringe it has a wave action 
toleration about the same as that of C!!stophOTCl torur08(1. Eagleha'\vk Neck 
is the most important area for algal zonation as controlled by wave action, 
the algae being arranged in the series as listed above. 

(5) The In/'ml:ittoml 
No attempts have been made to systematically examine the Infra

littoral region. In certain areas the Infralittoral has been examined as 
far as possible at low tide either or from a boat. The purpose 
of these examinations was to ascertain if there was any significant 
difference between the Infralittoral and the InfraUttoral Fringe. 

At Coles Bay the InfraliUoral is composed of the same dominant 
algal species as the Infralittoral Fringe, but there is a great difference 
in the fauna of the two zones. Intensive collection in the Infralittoral 
Fringe failed to reveal as many forms as 'were collected or observed in the 
Infralittora1. No examination of the Infralittoral was possible 011 wave
exposed coasts. The difference between the InfraliUoral and the Infra
littoral Fringe in sheltered bays has been noted above where Zostera 
replaces the CY8tophoTas on the bottom. On a sandy bottom 
the Zostera is frequently replaeed by Although no detailed 
examinations have been undertaken is possible to state that there 
is a very pronounced and often floral, change behveen the 
Infralittoral Fringe and the 

DISCUSSION 

On the shores of Tasmania, as in all other parts of the world, there 
is a definite vertical zonation of the dominant species. Animals are 
usually dominant over all types of the coast but at the Infralittoral Fringe 
a very sharp change occurs and algae beeome the dominant species, 
The algae are of more use than the animals as wave exposure indieators. 
The presence of Zostera indicates lagoon or very sheltered conditions. 
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It is possible to estimate the relative degree of wave exposure 
experienced on any coast by the forms found on that shore, especially 
by the algae of the Infralittoral Fringe. The animals of the Midlittoral 
may be confusing in this respect as one species may be found on several 
types of shore. The Inf'ralittoral Fringe algae are characteristic and in 
terms of decreasing \vave action the species are Sa,rcophycus, Phyllospom, 
X'iphophora, Cystophora. spartioides, Cystophora, tOr"ulosa, C. uvifwra and 
fmally in very sheltered places the phanerogam, Zostera. 

Comparison of Tasmanian Intertidal Features 'With Those seen on the Mainland 

Literature describing the intertidal features on the southern and 
eastern coasts of Australia has been reviewed in Guiler, 1950. The 
principal descriptive works are those of Hedley (1915), Pope (1943), 
Dakin, Bennett and Pope, 1948, all dealing with New South Wales. Two 
paperc'l by Womersley (1947, 1948), describe the features of the algal 
ecology of Kangaroo Island in South Australia and Edmonds (1948) 
describes the animal eeology of the same island. Fischer (1940) gives 
a comparative aeeount of the littoral animals of Australia as a whole. 

It is possible only to compare the exposed roeky coasts as other types 
of shore on the Mainland have not been fully deseribed. The pool 
habitat has not been considered in Tasmania. Due to the lack of tidal 
data from other parts of Australia it is not possible to compare the 
exposure suffered by intertidal organisms in Tasmania ,'lith similar data 
for the same species on the Mainland. 

It is proposed to consider each zone in Tasmania and its equivalent 
on the Mainland and then to draw an overall comparison between the 
shores of Tasmania and those of Australia. 

The Su.pntlittoral Zone 
The Supralittoral in Tasmania is either bare or occupied by lichens. 

Pope (1943) and Dakin, Bennett and Pope (1948) do not mention the 
presence of lichens on the New South Wales eoast but these plants are 
to be found on exposed coasts in that State. Edmonds (1948) records 
a Lichina sp. from Kangaroo Island. The common Tasmanian lichens 
found in this belt are a bright orange coloured Telostichistes par'ietinus 
(L.) Norm., and orange Candelariella vitellina (Ehrn.) MUll. and a white 
Lecanora sp. I am indebted to Mr. Cribb of the University of Queensland 
for this information. No work has yet been attempted on the distribution 
of the Tasmanian Jiehens. 

The Supralittoml Fringe 
There are two species found in this belt in Tasmania. These are 

Melamphe unifasciata and M. pmetermissa. Of these two species M. 
pmetermissa is found at lower levels than M. unifasciata, though at one 
restricted area near Roaring Beach, Dover, the small M. praetermissa, 
occurs above the larger M. unifasciata. 

On the coast of New South Wales the Supralittoral Fringe is occupied 
by Nodilittorina tuberculata (Menke), Melamphe unifasciata, Melanerita 
melanotmgus (Smith) and Notoacmaea petterdi (Ten.-Woods). Nodilit
torina and Notoacmaea do not occur in Tasmania. Melanerita is found in 
rock pools on the east coast, particularly in the northern parts. It is 
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also found on the north coast where it is more generally distributed than 
on the east coast. The crabs found in this belt on the New South Wales 
coast are the same as those found in Tasmania, namely Cyclograpsus 
audouinii (M-Edw.) and Leptograpsus variegatus (Fabr.). Both from 
the literature and from personal observations at Harbord, Vaucluse and 
Long Reef, the Supralittoral Fringe in New South Wales is very similar 
to that seen in Tasmania with the exception of the absence of Nodilittorina 
and Notoacmaea from the latter place. Pope (1943) observes that most 
of the Supralittoral Fringe species inhabit cracks and so there is little 
apparent difference between the upper shore of the Sydney region and 
that of Tasmania. On a cursory examination the Supralittol"al Fringe of 
both countries appears to be very poorly populated by M elaraphe unifas
ciata. 

In South Australia the Supralittoral Fringe bears a very close 
resemblance to Tasmanian conditions. Edmonds found M elaraphe unifas
ciata and Ligia australiensis at Kangaroo Island, while Womersley found 
a well developed winter growth of Prasiola at the same place. This algal 
;growth is weU developed in places where there are penguin tracks. 
I have not found any Tasmanian algae living as high on the shore. Apart 
from this local algal growth the Supralittoral Fringe in South Australia 
is very similar, if not identical to the same zone in Tasmania. 

The Midlittoral Zone 
(a) Barnacles 

The barnacle belt in Tasmania is not at all well developed. It is 
populated by five species of barnacle, namely, Elm,inius modestus Darwin 
Elminius simplex Darwin, Chthamalus antennatus Darwin, Chamaesipho 
columna (Spengler) and rarely, Tetraclita purpurascens (Wood). These 
barnacles are not all found living on the same type of coast. Also found 
in the belt are Bembicium nanum Lam. and/or B. melanostoma (Gmelin), 
Austrocochlea obtusa (Dillwyn), Lichina officinalis, Verrucaria micro
sporoides Nyl. and Lasaea australis Lam. In local areas Actinia tenebrosa 
(Farq.) and Austrocochlea concamerata also occur in this belt. 

In New South Wales the belt is populated by eleven species of 
barnacles, namely, Tetraclita rosea Darwin, T. purpurascens, Chamaesipho 
columna, Chthamalus antennatus, Elminius modestus, E. simplex, Balanus 
amphitrite, B. imperator Darwin, B. nig1'·escens Lam., B. algicola Pilsbry 
and Catophragmus polymerus Darwin. The latter four species are found 
on lower parts of the shore and do not reach the upper Midlittoral. 
Associated with these species are numerous gastropods, a few lamelli
branchs, and some echinoderms. The density of population of the Sydney 
barnacle belt is uniformly greater than that seen in Tasmania with the 
possible exception of Betsy Island. 

In Tasmania, Hormosira is the dominant alga of the Midlittoral. 
At certain seasons of the year other species may appear on the shore 
but these evanescent growths are usually of short duration. The gener~ 
involved are Porphyra, Ulva and Scytosiphon (Guiler, MS.). Hormosira 
is nearly always found in rock pools and does not form a complete covering 
over the shore except in restricted localities such as Point Puer. This 
is in contrast to the well developed growth of H ormosira at Long Reef 
described by Pope (1943). Both Womersley and Edmonds note the well 
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developed growth of Honnosira at Kangaroo Island. The latter locality 
shows very well developed Midlittoral algae, W omersley describing thirteen 
associations in the Littoral zone. From the descriptions and photographs 
made by these authors Edmonds describes Patelloid and mussel zones 
below the barnacles. 

(b) Galeolaria 

The Galeolccria belt is found throughout the temperate Eastern sea
board of Australia. Fischer (1940b) notes that this zone at Sydney is 
comparable with that of Hobart, but with population differences. 
Galeoluria is also prominent on certain parts of Kangaroo hland 
(Edmonds, 1948). Dakin, Bennett and Pope give a list of species elosely 
associated with the GaleoZan:a encrustations. This list is of interest as 
so few of the species recorded are found in the Tasmanian worm masses. 
Actinia teneb1>oSCt is found in New South Wales near the Galeola1'ia tubes 
but in Tasmania this species is not found in the Galeola1'ia belt. Ibla 
quttclrivalvis and Lasaea aust1>alis are found both in Tasmania and New 
South Wales. Ibla forms an interesting variety in thick worm tube masses 
in Tasmania. The serpulid is frequently found forming an encrustation 
six inches thick on the rocks. The barnacles, which must have settled 
at about the same time as the worm larvae, have developed a very long 
peduncle to enable them to feed and successfully survive among the worm 
tubes. 

In South Australia the Galeolaria belt is well developed. Edmonds 
notes that the species is most plentiful on the sheltered shores of Kangaroo 
Island. This is in full agreement with the distribution of the species in 
Tasmania. 

(c) The Pa telluid Belt 

This belt is found on exposed coasts and is one of the featm'es of the 
Tasmanian region. Pope (1951b) found an indication of the presence 
of a Patelloid belt in the Wilson's Promontory area of Victoria. In 
New South Wales this belt is possibly represented by the upper of 
the Infl'alittoral Fringe. The lower band is characterised a P)Jum with 
Ecklonia and Phyllosporn and has a smaller algae such as 
Golpomenia and Pcuiinn. . Living in the Pyura belt are some 
molluscs, e.g .. , PnteUoidn angasi, Nlontf(yrtula co'no'iden (Reeve), 
Patellnnax squamifem, P. perplexa and Cellann t1'cono.'Jerica. The first 
named of these species is common in Tasmania, although it is usually 
higher on the shore than the ascidian but it also extends as far down 
the shore as the InfraUttoral Fringe. The presence of a Cellana sp. and 
three other Patelloids in the Pyura belt, is an indication that the upper 
PyuY'Cr belt of New South Wales is the equivalent of the Patelloid belt in 
Tasmania. There is stronger evidence that the New South Wales equiva
lent of the Patelloid belt is found higher than PY'llra because of the presence 
of a Sargass~[1n-Colpo1nenia Paclina band. This band is probably the 
equivalent of the Tasmanian Laurencia belt which is found below tht~ 
Patelloids at the lower limit of the Midlittoral. It is probable that the 
Patelloid belt of Tasmanian coasts is not replaced by a well defined belt 
in New South Wales but is represented by an extension of the lower part 
of the Gnleolaria belt, which is much wider in New South Wales than 
in Tasmania. 
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Edmonds (1948) describes a Notoacmaea-Siphonaria band below the 
barnacle band at Kangaroo Island. 

The species composition of the South Australian band is different 
from that of the Tasmanian Patelloid belt, Siphonaria diemenensis being 
the only species common to both coasts. 

From personal observations in Queensland it seems as if the Patelloid 
belt is replaced by an oyster-barnacle belt. 

New South Wales Queensland. s. Australia. S. Tasmania. Universal. 

Hedley, 1915. D., B. & P., 1948. Johnston, 1917. Edmonds, 1948. Guiler. 1949. S. & S. 1949. 

Upper Zone with Supralitt. T'ectarius Supralitt. Supralitt. Supralitt. 
TectarilJ-s with & Upper with Fringe with Fringe with 

Chthamalus Melaraphe Melaraphe Melaraphe. Melaraphe. Littorinids. 
MEJtraphe Zones. 

Tetraclita. Upperlitt. Lowe'r Mel. 
with or Barnacles. Barnacles. Mid. 

Median Zone Barnacles Chthama!uS". Littoral. lY!idlitt. Molluscs Galeolaria with with Tetraclita. & Patelloid. Galeolaria. Galeolaria Galoolaria. Mytilus. 

Lower Zone Litt.-Sublitt. Sargassum. Sublitt. Infralitt. Infralitt. 
with Fringe Fringe Fringe Fringe 

(;ynthia. with with with with 
Pyura. Cystophora. Laurencia Larninaria. 

&c. &c. 

FIG. I.-The relation of intertidal zones recognised by Australian authors to' those proposed by StephensO'n & 
Stephenson (1949). (From Guiler, 1950). The' abbreviations used are INFRALITT. 
Infralittm'al; LITT. SUBLITT'. LittO'ral sublittoral Fringe; MEL. Melaraphe; SUPRALITT. 
Supralitto'ral; UPPERLITT. Upperlittoral. Fischer (1940) followed the classification of Hedley. 

(d) The mussel beds 

Mussel beds are found forming extensive sheets on semi-exposed 
coasts. The beds are formed of one or two species but only one of the 
species is dominant on the shore at one tidal level. Brachyodontes rostratus 
is dominant on higher parts of the shore and also on more exposed coasts 
while Mytilus planulatus is dominant on semi-exposed or sheltered shores. 
As noted above, the mussel beds are a feature of the Tasmanian coast. 
The Wilson's Promontory area of Victoria is very similar to Tasmanian 
shores as mussel beds are found on the coast around the Promontory. 

Mussel beds occur in sheltered parts of Sydney harbour but, 
according to Hedley (1915), they do not form an important feature of the 
intertidal region. ' 

Edmonds describes the Brachyodontes rostratus band at Kangaroo 
Island. It is found immediately above the Hormosira-Actinia band. 
Although the latter combination of species does not occur in Tasmania, 
it can be seen from Table II. that such a faunal level would correspond 
to that occupied by Brachyodontes at Blackman's Bay. (In his paper, 
Edmonds refers to the mussels as Modiolus pulex (p. 171), but in a 
footnote he states that this is probably B. rostratus.). 

(e) Sarcophycus 

This seaweed is found in the lowest part of the Tasmanian intertidal 
region. The species also occurs on the southern coasts of New South 
Wales where it joins the Ecklonia-Phyllospora association. It is also 
found in Victoria. Sarcophycus reaches its maximum development in 
Tasmania. On Macquarie Island, which lies 600 miles to the south of 
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Tasmania, there is a very similar band but the alga is Durvillea antartica 
(Cham.) Hariot. (Kenny, 1951). This latter species is rare in Tasmania, 
the only records being from drift weed found at high water mark. 

In New South Wales the Ecklonia-Phyllospora association of Dakin, 
Bennett and Pope is the equivalent of Sarcophycus in Tasmania. In 
sheltered places in Tasmania Sarcophycus is replaced by Cystophora and 
Sargassum sps. These two genera are found in similar situations in 
New South Wales. In South Australia the Infralittoral Fringe, occupied 
by Ecklonia, Cystophora and Sargassum closely resembles that of New 
South Wales. 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 

It is not possible to take a detailed comparison of all the zones found 
on Tasmanian shores with their equivalent zones on the Mainland. 
In most cases the workers on the Mainland have either confined their efforts 
to exposed coasts or they have examined very small areas and given 
brief notes on the zoning encountered in these places. It is possible to 
draw certain general conclusions about the comparative appearance of the 
shores of Tasmania and those of Australia. The major zones on exposed 
coasts in various parts of the Mainland and Tasmania are shown in Fig. 1. 

(a) Queensland 

There is very little information available from Queensland. The 
tQueensland coasts can be divided into the coral reef areas and the 
semi-tropical areas of southern Queensland. The latter may have a 
zoanthid fauna and when they have been fully investigated it is probable 
that there will be a close similarity between the zones seen on these shores 
and those seen on the coasts of Natal as described by Eyre & Stephenson 
(1938) . 

The mangrove swamps of Queensland are not represented in 
Tasmania. There is no similar formation, with the possible exception of 
Melaleuca on some brackish water streams. The fauna of mangroves, 
as described by Fischer (1940b), is similar to that of the Supralittoral 
Fringe in Tasmania and species which are normally found living on rocks 
are to be found living on the roots, &c., of mangroves, e.g., Bembicium 
melanostoma. On a tropical rocky coast the species found living above 
the oysters are similar in appearance to species found on a similar shore 
in Tasmania. The fauna is composed of barnacles and littorinids. The 
species composition of the barnacle belt in .Queensland is different from 
that in Tasmania, though some species are the same in both places. One 
interesting feature is that a considerable part of the shore is bare in both 
places, the fauna of the barnacle belt being largely confined to cracks 
in both places. 

The oyster band, which forms a prominent feature of the coasts of 
Queensland, probably represents the Galeolaria belt in Tasmania. The 
oysters, Ostrea mordax, are found on semi-exposed and sheltered coasts 
and are visible from a considerable distance off-shore as a white band. 
Below the oyster band is a thin strip of large barnacles and oysters, e.g., 
on West Molle Island, and this is followed by a bare belt which often has a 
deposit of mud and silt on it. The muddy area continues as far down 
the shore as the lowest part of the Midlittoral. This latter area is 
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occupied by the Alcyonarians, Sarcophytum sp. and Lobophytum sp. (? 
palmatum) . The hard corals follow below .the Alcyonarians and extend 
far down into the Infralittoral Region. The upper part of the hard coral 
belt is exposed at low tides, especially at springs and thus forms the 
Infralittoral Fringe. The species composition of the Infralittoral Fringe 
differs from that of the Infralittoral mainly in the absence of the 
typical 'stags horn' from the former zone. On a sheltered shore the 
barnacle belt is often absent and is replaced by a muddy shore with 
coral fragments and Halimeda. This in turn is replaced by a Favia belt 
which is above the Alcyonarian band. The Favia band corresponds to the 
lower parts of the Midlittoral in Tasmania, possibly the Patelloid belt. 
The Alcyonarian band corresponds to the mussel beds in Tasmania. Due 
to the greater tidal range in Queensland all the belts on the shore are wider 
than in Tasmania. This feature is especially noticeable in the Infra
littoral Fringe where the corals form a strip up to 20 yards or more 
in width from the Alcyonarian belt. This is of course partly a feature 
of the reef forming corals which build up colonies from the substratum 
and only stop this growth when killed by excess exposure to the air. 

It is interesting to note that animals are dominant over nearly all of 
a rocky shore in tropical Queensland, with the exception of a Halimeda 
belt on sheltered, muddy shores. 

In semi-temperate Queensland, Johnston (1917) recognised at 
Caloundra Upper Melaraphe, Chthamalus, Tetraclita rosea-Liolophasa and 
Sargassum-Ornithochiton zones. This follows fairly closely the type of 
zonation found in New South Wales. The two upper zones resemble 
Tasmanian conditions but the lower parts of the shore have a closer 
affinity with New South Wales than Tasmania. In sheltered bays, e.g., 
Moreton Bay, the zoning is very similar to what might be encountered 
on a similar shore in Tasmania, i.e., Melaraphe, Bembicium, barnacles. 
There is frequently a N o dilittorina band above the M elaraphe. The lower 
parts of the shore are muddy, e.g., at Manly, and there is a tendency 
for lagoon conditions to appear with species such as Zostera and Ml~ctyriS 
longicarpus. The latter species frequents muddier places in Queensland 
than the Tasmanian M. platycheles. 

On exposed coasts in semi-temperate Queensland, e.g., near Coolan
gatta, the shore superficially resembles Tasmanian conditions but the 
species composition is very different. The algae of the Infralittoral Fringe 
are mainly Sargassum sps. A Coralline band is well developed but is 
composed of encrusting Lithothamnion-like species. The Jania sps. are 
not as evident as in Tasmania, though this may be a matter of relative wave 
exposure. 

In conclusion it can be said that the coastal conditions 'of Queensland 
do not resemble very closely those seen in Tasmania. In coral areas the 
shore at and below the oyster belt is very different from any shore to be 
seen in Tasmania. Oysters, Alcyonarians and hard corals replacing the 
Galeolaria, Patelloid, mussel and algal belts of Tasmania. 

Temperate exposed coasts show a similarity of zones but the species 
composition is different. The degree of wave action experienced on the 
coasts of Queensland not protected by the Barrier Reef is probably greater 
than that encountered in any part of Tasmania with the exception of the 
West Coast. 
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The only resemblance between Tasmanian coasts and those of 
Queensland lies in the fauna of the upper part of the shore. The barnacle 
and liUorinid belts show a marked similarity, if not in species at least 
in appearance and general poverty of population. Some Tasmanian 
species are found in the upper part of the shore in Queensland, e.g., 
M elaTaphe unifasciata, BeFnbiciwn T'rwhnwstoma and Chthamalus anten
natus. Barnacle and littorinid zones are found on nearly all types of coast 
found in both States with the exception of very sheltered places in 
Tasmania. Mangrove swamps are abs.ent from Tasmania but the 
amphibious element of the mangrove fauna corresponds to the fauna 
of the Supralittoral Fringe in Tasmania. 

(b) ]'\ew South Wales 

The upper parts of the shore resemble the conditions seen in Tasmania. 
The fauna is poor in numbers and is dominated by Littorinids. NodiU.t
torina. tuberculata forms a band above MelanLpheunifasciata. The former 
species is absent from Tasmania. 

The exposed coasts of New South Wales differ very considerably 
from those of Tasmania. The salient feature of the New South Wales 
coast is the wealth of the barnacle fauna. Although there are not many 
more species than in Tasmania the density of population is very much 
greater, particularly in places with extreme wave exposure. Betsy Island 
is the only Tasmanian locality in which the numb~rs of the barnacle 
fauna compare favourably with the conditions seen in New South Wales, 
though on Betsy Island there is only one species forming a dense covering 
to the above. The species is Charnaesipho columna. In New South Wales 
there are 9 common species of barnacle, namely, Tetraclita purpu.rascens, 
T. rosea, Chthamalu8 antennatu8, Chamac8ipho coh~mna, Catophrag1nus 
polymerus, Elminius 8irnplex, Balanus n.igTescens, B. imper-cdO'r and B. 
algicola. The three last named species are largely restricted to the 
Infralittoral Fringe. In Tasmania there are only five species on wave 
exposed coasts, namely, CatophTagm.us polymerus, Chthan/.Olus antennatu8, 
Chamaesipho columna, Elminiu8 sim.ple;'C and Tet7'aclita pU17J1.lra.scens. 
Elminius modestus and E. simplex usually prefer more sheltered comli
tions. Balanus trigonu8 is rare in Tasmania. vVhen it occurs, it is 
usually in the Infralittoral Fringe. If we compare the density of popula
tion of a species in Tasmania with that of the same species in New South 
Wales, it is seen that only Catophnt..gmus polymerus reaches a similar 
density in both States. In this connection it is interesting to compare 
the plates of Dakin with those in my earlier papers on Tasmanian ecology, 

The lower Midlittoral of a sheltered coast in New South Wales 
usually has a very well developed oyster band. This feature is absent 
from Tasmanian shores. Mangroves are found in estuaries in New South 
Wales but they are absent from Tasmania. 

There is a very interesting inversion of two of the zones in New 
South Wales and Tasmania. In Tasmania Galeolaria occurs above the 
Catophragmus belt, but in New South Wales the reverse is true. The 
only possible reason offered for this alteration of habitat is that as the 
barnacle is approaching the end of its geographical range, it is forced 
to seek a less rigorous environment. Catophragm.w:; being the relic of a 
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tropical fauna (Fischer, 1940) would have to seek less exposure in 
order to be able to survive the cold of the winter nights to which it is 
exposed (Guiler, 1950). 

The Galeolaria belt reaches its best development on sheltered coasts 
in both States. It is absent from exposed coasts in Tasmania but Dakin, 
Bennett & Pope describe the species as occurring on exposed shores in 
New South Wales. Conversation with Miss Pope revealed that their 
description of an exposed position would correspond to my description 
of an area with modified exposure. In spite of this difference in nomen
clature it is obvious that the worm colonies in New South Wales reach a 
better degree of development in more exposed places than in Tasmania. 
In Tasmania the worm colonies are best developed on sheltered coasts 
where the incrustations are often up to 6 inches in thickness.. In New 
South Wales these incrustations are found in more exposed places, e.g., 
Merewether. The greater exposure at Merewether is illustrated by a 
comparison of .Dakin, Bennett & Pope, Plate V, Figure 2 (1948) with 
Plate I of Guiler 1951d. The formation and density of popUlation of the 
worm tubes is remarkably similar in both places. 

There is no Patelloid belt in New South Wales. 
In many places in New South Wales the dominant form in the 

Infralittoral Fringe is Pyura. Ecklonia is dominant in other places with 
Sarcophycus appearing near the southern border of that State. In 
Tasmania pyura is only rarely dominant being replaced by the Coralline 
and Sarcophycus belts. Pyura does not form a prominent feature of the 
shores of Tasmania. In places where the species is dominant it is 
usually found forming a series of clusters around the holdfast of Sarco
phycus. The latter species forms the obvious feature of the shore. 

It is not possible to compare sheltered coasts in Tasmania with similar 
shores in New South Wales, as very little work has been carried out 
describing the ecology of sheltered conditions in the latter State. 

In conclusion, the Supralittoral Fringe of New South Wales closely 
resembles that of Tasmania in its general bareness. The presence of 
Nodilittorina of the coasts of New South Wales is a feature not found in 
Tasmania. The barnacle population of the Midlittoral in New South 
Wales is more dense than in Tasmania. Not only are there more 
species found on the Mainland but the density of population is very much 
greater than in Tasmania, where the cirripedes are frequently confined 
to semi-cryptic places. On sheltered coasts of New South Wales the 
presence of an oyster belt is a feature which is absent from Tasmania. 
The Infralittoral Fringe of exposed coasts in New South Wales is 
dominated by Py~[ra-Ecklonia, whereas in Tasmania the species are 
entirely algal, namely the Corallines and Sarcophycus. There is no 
Patelloid belt in New South Wales. 

(c) Victoria 

There is no literature describing Victorian intertidal conditions and it 
'is not possible to make a detailed comparison of the Tasmanian and 
Victorian coasts. Pope (1951b) states that the Victorian coast shows 
conditions which are intermediate between those of New South Wales and 
Tasmania. 
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(d) South Australia 
The only comprehensive information on the intertidal zones of South 

Australia is contained in the publications of Womersley and Edmonds. 
Johnston and Mawson (1946) give a very brief outline of the fauna of the 
Adelaide beaches. W omersley and Edmonds have both worked exten
sively on Kangaroo Island. 

The salient feature of Kangaroo Island is that the algae are the 
dominant forms over most of the shore. Edmonds (1948, p. 175) states 
that the algae are the dominant species of the rock platforms but there 
are certain animal belts to be recognised. These belts are M elaraphe, 
Chthamalus, Galeolaria, Patelloid and mussel bands. Catophragmus is 
present in places with strong wave action, also a few Balanus m:grescens. 
The Infralittoral Fringe is populated by algae, of wqich Cystophora, 
Sargassum and Ecklonia are the dominant genera. Pyura praeputialis 
is not found in South Australia but Boltenia australis is present in the 
Infralittoral Fringe. 

The fauna of Kangaroo Island intertidal region closely resembles 
that of a semi-exposed coast in Tasmania but the animal zonation may be 
obscured by an algal zoning. The presence of mussel beds in Kangaroo 
Island (Brachyodontes rostratus) as well as in Tasmania is of con
siderable importance. Similarly the presence of a Patelloid band in 
both States is of importance in assessing certain geographical affinities. 
Sarcophycus is confined to Tasmania as is the coral-like Lithophyllum. 
The Corallines are well developed in both areas. 

CONCLUSION 

Figure 1 shows the relation between the intertidal zones on an exposed 
coast in the various States of Australia with the exception of Western 
Australia and Victoria. This zonation is correlated with that of Stephen
son & Stephenson (1949). It can be seen from the text and this table that 
with the exception of the barnacle and littorinid belts, the zones seen on 
the coasts of Tasmania and trop~cal Queensland are very different. These 
two belts are a universal feature of intertidal life. The coasts of the 

, Mainland show greater affinity with Tasmania the nearer they are to 
that State, but probably the greatest resemblance .is to be :round in 
South Australia where the animal belts are the same as in Tasmania. 
It is possible that recent work in Victoria will show that the coasts of 
Victoria are ecologically similar to Tasmanian shores. The presence 
of mussel beds and Sarcophycus in Victoria shows that there is a con
rsiderable resemblance between the intertidal life of these two States. 

Problems relating to the distributIon of some species and some geographical con
siderations 

(a) Barnacles 
As noted in several parts of this paper the barnacle fauna of Tasmania 

is poor both in numbers and species. The only common species are 
Chtha,malus antennatus, Chamaesipho columna, Elminius modestus, E. 
simplex and Catophragmus polymerus. Tetraclita pUl'purascens is found 
less frequently. 
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The barnacle fauna is found at its maximum development on semi
exposed coasts, where Chamaesipho and Chthanwlus are plentiful. Fully 
exposed coasts do not support a prolific barnacle fauna but Catophragmus 
may be very numerous in a belt in the lower part of the Midlittoral. On 
sheltered coasts there as usually very few barnacles and these are often 
confined to semi-cryptic places. Some sheltered coasts are virtually 
devoid of cirripede belt, e.g., Oyster Cove. 

A shore on which there is extensive but not heavy surf supports a 
good barnacle fauna. To experience such a surf a coast should be 
exposed to moderate action and the shore profile be a gentle slope which 
allows the waves to rush for some distance up the rocks. The dense 
barnacle growths at Betsy Island and Frying Pan Island have been 
described above. 

Sun exposure does not seem to be one of the factors which limit the 
barnacle population. At Betsy Island the dense population of Chthamalus 
is on the sun-exposed side of the island and the barnacles experience the 
full effect of the sun, though this may be considerably modified by the 
amount of splash and spray received by the animals. At Sleepy Bay the 
barnacles live in small clusters which are often found on sun-exposed 
rocks, though at Blackman's Bay the barnacle population is most dense 
in places where there is some shelter from the sun. The principal 
evidence against sun exposure as a controlling factor in Tasmania lies in 
.the fact that the same species of barnacles are found on the shores of 
New South Wales or Queensland where the sun exposure is greater than 
any encountered in Tasmania. In general in Tasmania barnacles do 
not seek shade from the sun except in half sheltered situations such as 
Triabunna, Oyster Cove and parts of Blackman's Bay. 

F!ischer (1940) suggests that the Australian littoral fauna is 
primarily tropical in its affinities and has been slowly acclimatized to 
cooler conditions by a gradual recession of the warmer water over a 
period of geological time. Further evidence for this is seen in the" inlier" 
of molluscs with New South Wales affinities in the Great Australian 
Bight as quoted by Hedley (1915). The summer on-shore flow of the warm 
Notonectian Current would help to maintain a warm water element 
in temperate seas by raising the sea temperature to a breeding tempera
ture and also by bringing down larvae and/or adults from a warmer 
climate breeding stock. The plankton of Tasmania is warm water in 
nature and receives little cold water reinforcement (Fairbridge, 1949) 
which further supports Fischer's theory. 

Further support for the tropical recession theory of Fischer is found 
in a statement by Kenny (1950) who says that there are no barnacles 
on Macquarie Island. This island is 600 miles south of Tasmania and 
situated well away from the influence of the warm tropical currents. The 
Southern Drift passes the island and effectively cuts it off from any 
Australian hydrological or biological influences. At some time in the 
past Macquarie Island may have had a barnacle fauna composed of 
Australian warm water elements. If such a fauna once existed there 
it failed to adapt itself to the cold conditions of the Southern Ocean 
and has become extinct. No reinforcements of Australian barnacle larvae 
can reach the island and a "barnacle vacuum" has been created. The 
vacuum cannot be filled by other species on account of the distance from 
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other breeding stocks, possibly Heard Island, Kerguelen Island or Cape 
Horn. Because of this vacuum it seems possible that Macquarie Island 
once supported an Australian fauna. It might be pointed out that 
Macquarie Island is neither ice bound nor frozen over in winter so that 
ice action cannot affect the intertidal fauna. 

It is noticeable that barnacles on the northern coast of Tasmania, 
e.g., at Burnie and Boat Harbour, are not only much larger but also 
more numerous than in the south and east of the island. The barnacles 
on the western coast are similar in size to those found in the south. 

It has been inferred that the effect of cold winter nights combined 
with tidal effects is more harmful to intertidal animals than exposure to 
the summer sun. The persistent failure of barnacles to colonize rocks 
after successful spatfalls points to an unsuitable environment and has been 
attributed to cold winter nights. 

It is suggested that Tasmania is at about the limit of cold toleration 
of the barnacles which are the relics of a warm water fauna. Warm 
waters wash the shores of Tasmania and it is the presence of this warm 
water than enables the barnacles to survive in Tasmania. Australian 
barnacles do not occur on Macquarie Island because the water is too cold. 
If the habitat were suitable it is probable that colonization would have 
been effected by larvae liberated from ships visiting the island, once an 
important sealing station. The barnacle vacuum on Macquarie Island 
may have been caused by the recession of warm water or by the recent 
geological appearance of the island, either of these factors combined with 
the distance of the island from a permanent barnacle breeding stock. 

(b) Pyura 

Pyura praeputialis is very plentiful on the exposed coasts of New 
South Wales, where it forms dense aggregations of individuals at the lower 
levels of the shore. Hedley (1915) recorded the species as being very 
common wave exposed places but Dakin, Bennett and Pope (1948) have 
modified Hedley's statement and found the species in oceanic waters with 
some wave action. Other workers have found related species of Pyura on 
wave exposed places in South Africa and New Zealand. Similarly, Pyura 
chilensis is common on the coasts of Chile. 

There is little disagreement between any of the results from the 
above countries, but the distribution of Pyura praeputialis in Tasmania 
does not fully conform to any of the above conclusions. On most of the 
wave exposed coasts of Tasmania the species is rare. At the Freycinet 
Peninsula for example, there are about 2 ascidians on every 40 yards 
of shore. At Point Seymour the species is slightly more abundant. At 
both these places the density of population does not vary with the 
wave exposure. At Pirates Bay in South-Eastern Tasmania the species 
forms beds along the shore at the lowest tidal levels, but these beds are not 
in a position where they are exposed to heavy wave action. The wave 
action which they experience might be considerable but it would not be 
as much as they would experience on the ocean coast. It is probable that 
the distribution here agrees with that noted by Dakin, Bennett and Pope. 

The species is rarely found forming beds in Tasmania on exposed coasts. 
Mr. Cribb tells me that it is found on the eastern shores of Port Arthur 
and I have found it forming beds on the exposed shore at Remarkable 
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Cave. These are the only two places where I know of the species being 
found on exposed coasts in large numbers. 

In Tasmania the species is most common in places where there is 
sheltered water. We find it forming masses on the sheltered side of the 
Freycinet Peninsula, in Dunalley Canal, at Dodges Ferry, Carlton, on 
piles at Pittwater and on jetties throughout D'Entrecasteaux Channel. 
At the Freycinet Peninsula and possibly D'Entrecasteaux Channel the 
water is oceanic in character. Some parts of the Channel experience 
estuarine conditions and the ascidians are found in large numbers in such 
positions. At Pittwater there is considerable dilution of the water 
after rain and Dodges Ferry and Carlton experience a lesser degree of 
dilution. At Pipe Clay Lagoon the species lives in hypersaline water in 
the summer as the salinity has been recorded as high as 37 grs./mille. 

Apart from one or two exceptions the largest beds of the ascidians 
are found in the more sheltered situations, most of them being without 
oceanic water. The ascidians are rare on exposed coasts: 

In some exposed places the ascidian and Sarcophycus are in com
petition for space. The absence of this alga from the New South Wales 
coast may leave more space for colonization by the ascidian, but this 
does not explain the obvious preference of the species for sheltered 
places. Mr. R. Endean has suggested that the ascidian may have two 
ecological varieties, one found on a sheltered coast and the other living 
on exposed places. This possibility is being investigated at present. 

Is the species reaching the end of its geographical range and seeking 
a more sheltered habitat in a similar fashion to Ecklonia? 

(c) Mytilus 

A salient feature of semi-exposed coasts in Tasmania is the presence 
of large beds of the mussel Mytilus planulatus. The beds are usually 
found in the lowest part of the Midlittoral. In South Africa Mytilus 
perna is a feature of exposed coasts but in Sydney, Hedley states that 
mussels do not form an important part of the intertidal region. 

In Tasmania, if the mussels are found in beds, the species is very 
rarely found in the upper levels of the shore. If beds are not present, 
then mussels mayor may not be found at high shore levels. 

In wave sheltered places the mussels are found at various levels· on 
the shore and do not usually form beds. In Barnes Bay the species is found 
at various levels on the shore as high as the upper limit of the tides. 
The mussels in this place are sheltered from the sun by high trees, but 
in other places in nearby inlets the mussels are found nearly as far up 
the shore but they are not sheltered from the sun. 

If the mussels are capable of living at such high tidal levels, why 
are the mussel beds characterised by a sharp upper limit? Also, why are 
there no clusters of mussels on the shore at a higher level than the beds? 
On semi-exposed coasts the presence of a certain amount of spray would 
tend to assist the mussels to live at higher levels but the species is found 
furthest up the shore in sheltered places. 

Similarly, why is there such a sharp limit to the lower level of the 
mussel beds? It has been suggested by Newcombe (1935) that star
fish and carnivorous gastropods are responsible for the sharp lower limit 
of the beds of an American species of mussel. In Tasmania I doubt if 
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there are a suffleient number of active intertidal predators to cause such 
a limit. The answer more probably lies in a modification of the con
clusion of Kitching that slow growing perennials eventually dominate over 
large species. 

GEOGRAPHICAL CONCLUSIONS 

It is possible briefly to compare the intertidal region of Tasmania 
with that of New Zealand, South Africa and Chile. In making any such 
comparisons it is advisable for the worker to have seen the features of the 
countries being compared as there is a considerable difference in the 
interpretation of wave exposure by authors. The value of talks and 
personal visits has been shown in the conversation with Miss Pope noted 
previously. These conclusions must be treated with a certain amount 
of reservation but in the main, I think that certain features can be 
compared with accuracy. 

(a) New Zealand 
'1'he most important literature describing the coasts of New Zealand 

is the works of Oliver (1923), Cranwell and Moore (1938), Beveridge and 
Chapman (1950), Ambler and Chapman (1950), DeBow (1950) and 
Chapman (1950). Several of these papers are confined to the algal 
communities but Oliver, Cranwel1 and Moore and Dellow give a picture 
of the animal zonation as well as that of the plants. 

In many respects the shores of New Zealand closely resemble those 
of Tasmania. The Supralittoral Fringe in New Zealand is populated by 
lichens and Cyanophyceae with Melaraphe in the lower limits of the 
region. This is very similar to the conditions noted in Tasmania but is 
not the only resemblance as there is a Chtharnalu8 belt which has AcUnia 

a Patelloid and Porphyra living in it (Cranwell & Moore). 
In other places Chamaesipho columna, replaces Chthamnlus and the algae 
are of greater importance (DeBow). Hormo8'im and the CoraBines 
are both present in New Zealand. Myt'ilu8 pla,nulatus and NI. cnnaliculatus 
form beds in New Zealand with Ulvn, Pinnotheres, Plax1:phon&, Turbo, 
Elrn'inius plicatus and E. modestus, Cellana, and Syphwrochiton pellis
serpentis, e.g., at Taylor's Mistake (Oliver, 1923). These mussel beds 
in their generic and even their species composition closely resemble those 
of Tasmania. 

It is interesting to note that there is also a Modiolus pulex association 
which is very similar to the Tasmanian Brachyodontes rostratu8 beds. 
These New Zealand mussels are found near high water mark, which is 
much higher than is the case with the Tasmanian species. 

Under certain conditions of shelter from wave action there are oyster 
beds in New Zealand composed of Ostrea cucuZZata. This is the same 
species as is found at Sydney. 

The Galeolaria beds of Tasmania are replaced by the II ermella
Ve1'miUa associations as described by Oliver (1923) and Dellow (1950). 
Plate 48, Figure 2 of Oliver closely resembles the conditions found on Pipe 
Clay Lagoon. 

Conlllina, Honnosira, Xiphophora and the Patelloids are all found 
in New Zealand and form prominent bands on the shore. The genus 
Sarcophycus is absent from New Zealand but is replaced by Durvillea 
which looks very similar in appearance. Durvillea is found on the wave 
exposed coasts and occupies a similar niche to Swrcophycus. 
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From the accompanying table Cfable V.) it can be seen that there 
are very dose affinities between not only the appearance of the belts 
comprising the intertidal belts of Tasmania and New Zealand but in many 
cases the species are identical. There are some elements of the Sydney 
fauna and flora found in New Zealand, namely the Oyster belt and 
Ecklonia. Ecklonia appears to be better developed in New Zealand than 
in Tasmania as it is found in restricted areas in Tasmania. The oyster 
belt is abRent from all coasts of Tasmania. 

TABLE V 

Zone forming species found on various types of coast in TaRmania and 
New Zealand. 

(a) Tasm,ania 

Lichens 
lWdaraphe 

Charnae.'1'ipho columna 
Chtll,amalus a.ntennaius 

HOTl1wsira banksii 
Patelloids 
Mytilu,s 'Plwnulub},s 
Nrachyodontes rostra tUB 

Ga1(:olaria, 

PynTa 

Coral1ines 
SaT(.opltyc'u8 

X1:phophora 

LC'<';l5o'Jt'ia 

Ecklonia 

Cystophora 
Zostera 
Macroc}jstis 
A11tphidcsma (surf beaches) 

(b) New 2eaJand 

I .. ichens 
Alelara,phe 
Chama-esipho colu"Ynna 
Chtham,alu8 a.ntenrw,tu8 
El1nirn:us modestus & E. s-impiex 
H o'rm,o,r'n:ra banksii 
Pat-dluids 
111. planulatus & M. can(tl'ic1tlata 

Modiolus pule,l; 
Hermdla 
Ostrea 
Pyurn 
Corallines 
Dun,'ulca 
){i:phophora 
Les80nia (in Sublittoral, 1\-ioore). 
C'a/rpoph-yllurn-Lessonia. (Oliver) 
C",rllQJlhuUu.m-Eclclonia (Dellow) 

? 

A mphidcs1na (surf beaches) 

The presence of the southern alga Durvillea in New Zealand is a 
feature which is not found in Tasmania, though Sar'colJh?Jcu.s looks very 
much the same in both external appearance and habitat. DunJillea is only 
recorded from Tasmania as drift-weed. 

(b) South Afriea 

The most important literature dealing \vith the South African inter
tidal region iR that published by a team of workers under the direction 
of Prof. T. A. Stephenson. These publications are Stephenson, Stephenson 
& duToit (1937); Bright (1938a-b); Stephenson, Stephenson & Bright 
(1938); Eyre & Stephenson (1938); Eyre, Broekhuysen & Crichton 
(1938) ; Eyre (1939) and Stephenson, Stephenson & Day (1940). 'rhis 
important survey is summarized in three papers by Stephenson (1939, 
1944 and 1948). There are also several other papers on special topics 
connected with this survey but they do not directly concern this general 
comparison. 
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The Littorina and barnacle zones in South Africa have a very wide 
range, extending from Natal to the West Coast. This is similar to 
Australian conditions. 

The temperate Indian Ocean coast and the East London area resemble 
New South Wales more than Tasmania because of the prevalence of 
Pyura in the Infralittoral Fringe. The occurrence of a widespread 
Patelloid zone in South Africa is more a Tasmanian feature than one with 
Mainland affinities. In view of the mixing of Patelloids and Pyura it is 
possible that this part of South Africa resembles the southern coasts 
of Victoria, where a mixing of Tasmanian and New South Wales 
features is found. It is also possible that False Bay (Eyre, 1939) has an 
equivalent area on the coast of New South Wales. 

The Durban area resembles Queensland and does not come into the 
scope of this comparison. 

The West Coast of South Africa (Bright, 1938a-b) & Stephenson, 
Stephenson and Day (1940), shows the greatest resemblance to Tasmanian 
conditions. Macrocystis is found off-shore and the algae of the Infra
littoral Fringe are Laminaria and Ecklonia. The former occupies almost 
the same niche is Sarcophycus, but differs in the nature of the holdfast 
which is not sucker as in Sarcophycus. The presence of large amounts of 
Ecklonia is not a feature which can be shared with Tasmania because 
of the restricted distribution of that alga in Tasmania. In South West 
Africa there is a very well developed Cochlear-Argenvillei belt. This is the 
equivalent of the Patelloid belt in Tasmania. . 

Pyura is found in some places on the S.W. African coast. This might 
be a similar feature to that seen in Tasmania where the species is not 
widespread but is restricted to patches on exposed coasts. As noted above, 
it is very common in sheltered places in Tasmania. 

Bright (1938b) reports that where there is heavy surf the mussels 
Mytilus meridionalis are encountered. This is a different habitat from 
that occupied by mussel beds in Tasmania but it is important to note that 
mussels form beds in S.W. Africa. 

Oysters do not form a band in either S.W. Africa or Tasmania. The 
barnacles and littorinid belts are found in both countries though it appears 
from the literature that the barnacle belt in Africa is more densely 
populated than its Tasmanian equivalent. 

(c) Chile 

Macrocystis pyrifera is common off-shore on the west coast of Chile. 
Durvillea is widespread from Coquimbo around Cape Horn to the Atlantic 
Ocean (Etcheverry, personal communication). The genus Lessonia is also 
very common in Chile but is more sublittoral in nature. The zonation 
on an exposed Chilean coast is:-

Littorina peruviana or L. araucana 
Barnacles 
Corallines 
Pyura chilensis 
Durvillea antarctica 

The resemblance between this type of zonation and that encountered 
in Tasmania is very close. 
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CONCLUSION 

It can be seen from the above brief comparison that the intertidal 
zones of Tasmania, New Zealand, Chile and South-West Africa closely 
resemble each other in appearance. In several instances the species 
are the same, e.g., Macrocystis pyrifera is common to all countries, Durvillea 
antarctica is found in two countries. In other cases the genera are the 
same, e.g., Mytilus. There are other common features such as the presence 
of serpulid masses in sheltered waters and the distribution of Ecklonia. 
The presence of an oyster belt in New Zealand is the only character of that 
country not found in Tasmania. 

There is a cold water flora and fauna of the character listed above 
extending round the southern end of the great continental masses of the 
Southern Hemisphere, and including the subantartic islands and New 
Zealand. In S. America, the Chilean coast falls into this belt, the South 
West African coast, New Zealand and Tasmania also fall into this belt. 
Ecologically the Tasmanian coasts have a greater affinity with New Zealand 
or Chile than with the shores ,of South Australia, though Tasmania and 
S. Australia are both in the Flindersian Region. This belt can con
veniently be called the southern region of giant brown weeds and is 
characterised by the presence of large Phaeophytes, Patelloids, mussel 
beds and Corallines. The belt follows the disfribution of Durvillea as 
shows by Fritsch (1945, Map 2). 

The flora and fauna of the coasts of Tasmania, New Zealand, Chile 
and S.W. Africa are all cold water in nature. The low temperature of the 
waters of Tasmania and New Zealand are maintained by the colder seas 
while S.W. African seas are kept cold by an upwelling of cold water 
much in the same fashion as the Chilean coast is also kept cold. In South 
America the cold Humboldt Current enables the large brown weeds to 
survive as far north .as California (Chapman, 1950). The presence 
of Ecklonia in New Zealand and S.W. Africa indicates that those waters 
may be slightly warmer than the seas round Chile and Tasmania. The 
following table illustrates the similarity in the zones to be seen on exposed 
coasts in the giant brown weed belt. 

TABLE VI 

Correlation of intertidal zones on nearly exposed coasts in Chile, 
Tasmania, S.W. Africa and New Zealand. The Chilean zonation is based 
on communications from Dr. Bahamande, Prof. Riveros-Zunega, Dr. 
Etcheverry and Prof. H. Brattstrom. 

Tasmania New Zealand S.W. Africa Chile 

Littorinids Littorinids LdUorinids Littorinids 
Chamaesipho & Chamaesipho & Balanus Chamaesipho 

Chthamalus Chthamaius & Balanus 
Galeoiaria Hermilla Pomatoleios Serpulids 
Corallines Corallines Corallines Corallines 
Sarcophycus Durvillea Laminaria Durvillea 
Macrocystis Macrocystis MacrocySt;s Macrocystis 
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